MCR GA, MAY 2024: AGENDAS

N.B. All times are in UTC

N.B. Presenters should restrict their remarks to one-half of the allocated time, so as to leave time for discussion

AMERICAS SESSION (MAY 3)

HUB-LED SESSION

• 1600 Welcome (Regina and Ted)
• 1605 CPAC
• 1625 CONICET
• 1645 UoM
• 1705 Veracruz
• 1725 LL06 report
• 1745 Brief discussion of SLC SLR report (everybody should read the report beforehand)
• 17:50 Break

CLOSED SESSION

18:00 WCRP update and MCR budgeting (Regina and Ted)
18:15 Education Working Group (discussion based on pre-recorded comments by Vandana; everybody should watch the recording beforehand)
18:25 Early Career Researcher Group (Julia)
1835 Report on MCR survey following the Open Science Conference (Shachi)
18:40 Discussion on possible special MCR issue of a journal (Ted)

Including response to a question from Kendra: How has your hub interpreted “bottom-up” research (e.g. co-production, person-centered research, research as care) and would you have a case study to share?

18:55 Discussion on workshop in the run-up to the 2025 COP (Regina, Julia)
19:10 General discussion
19:30 Close

AFRICA/EUROPE SESSION (MAY 16)

HUB-LED SESSION

09:00 Welcome (Regina and Ted)
09:05 SAEON
09:25 UCT
09:45 Agrhyмет
10:05 RSS
10:25 Walker
10:45 NORCE
11:05 Brief discussion of SLC SLR report (everybody should read the report beforehand)

**11:10 Break**

---

**CLOSED SESSION**

11:30 WCRP update and MCR budgeting (Regina and Ted)
11:45 Education Working Group (Vandana)
11:55 Early Career Researcher Group (Fiona)
12:05 Report on MCR survey following the Open Science Conference (Shachi)
12:10 Discussion on possible special MCR issue of a journal (Ted)

*Including response to a question from Kendra: How has your hub interpreted "bottom-up" research (e.g. co-production, person-centered research, research as care) and would you have a case study to share?*

12:25 Discussion on workshop in the run-up to the 2025 COP (Regina)
12:40 General discussion
13:00 Close

---

**EAST ASIA SESSION (MAY 17)**

---

**HUB-LED SESSION**

03:30 Welcome (Regina and Ted)
03:35 BoM
03:55 ADMU
04:15 HKUST
04:35 Tsukuba
04:55 HUC
05:15 IITM
05:35 Brief discussion of SLC SLR report (everybody should read the report beforehand)

**05:40 Break**
05:50 WCRP update and MCR budgeting (discussion based on recording of the discussion of this item in the May 3 session of the MCR GA; everybody should watch the recording beforehand)

06:00 Education Working Group (discussion based on pre-recorded comments by Vandana; everybody should watch the recording beforehand)

06:10 Early Career Researcher Group (discussion based on recording of the discussion of this item in the May 3 session of the MCR GA; everybody should watch the recording beforehand)

06:20 Report on MCR survey following the Open Science Conference (Shachi)

06:25 Discussion on possible special MCR issue of a journal (Ted)

06:40 Discussion on workshop in the run-up to the 2025 COP (Regina)

06:55 General discussion

07:15 Close